This is a **GREEN EVENT**

It has been planned in a manner that reduces waste and conserves resources.

Thank you for supporting sustainability at Hopkins.
COMPOST... YELLOW bins!

CUPS, NAPKINS, PLATES, UTENSILS, & ALL FOOD SCRAPS!

RECYCLE... GREEN bins!

EMPTY CANS & BOTTLES!
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GREEN bins!

EMPTY CANS & BOTTLES!
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Can you COMPOST that item?
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COMPOST...

CUPS, NAPKINS, PLATES, UTENSILS,
& ALL FOOD SCRAPES!

YELLOW bins!

RECYCLE...

EMPTY CANS & BOTTLES!

GREEN bins!
COMPOST...
In the YELLOW bins provided!

Plates, cups, napkins, utensils, & all food scraps!

RECYCLE...
In the GREEN bins provided!

Empty cans, glass and plastic bottles!